In both the Gardner equation and its extensions, G(n): u t + (u 2 − u 3 ) x + (u n ) xxx = 0 , n ≥ 1, the non-convex convection bounds the range of solitons/compactons velocities beyond which they dissolve and kink/anti-kink form. Close to solitons barrier we unfold a narrow strip of velocities where solitons shape undergoes a structural change and rather than grow with velocity, their top flattens and they widen rapidly; ǫ 2 ≪ 1 change in velocity causes their width to expand ∼ ln 1/ǫ. To a very good approximation these solitary waves, referred to as flatons, may be viewed as made of a kink and anti-kink placed at an arbitrary distance from each other. Like ordinary solitons, once flatons form they are very robust. A multi-dimensional extension of the Gardner equation reveals that spherical flatons are as prevalent and in many cases every admissible velocity supports an entire sequence of multi-nodal flatons.
Introduction
This communication is concerned with both one-dimensional and multi-dimensional flatons which are solitary formations with an almost flat top that emerge in dispersive systems wherein the prevailing mechanisms bound the range of velocities at which solitons are admissible. Beyond the barrier solitons dissolve into a constant and kink and anti-kink emerge.
It will be seen that close to the barrier there is a transition layer where solitons undergo a structural change and rather than to grow with velocity, they widen very quickly and, as their velocity closes on its upper bound, they become almost completely flat at their top. It is thus natural to refer to such solitons as flatons: velocity changes O(ǫ 2 ) cause flatons to expand as ∼ − ln ǫ). To a very good approximation 1D flatons may be viewed as made of a kink and anti-kink pair which travels at the transition velocity of their range, placed at an arbitrarily chosen distance from each other.
Among the many dispersive systems which may support flatons, perhaps the simplest one is given via an extended Gardner equation G(n) G(n) : u t + (u 2 − u 3 ) x + (u n ) xxx = 0, n ≥ 1,
which for n = 1 reduces to the classical Gardner equation [1] , [2] , whereas for n > 1 it becomes a non-convex extension of the K(m = 2, 3; n) equation which yields compactons. [3, 4] . Though the Gardner equation was originally introduced as an auxiliary mathematical device [2] used to deduce an infinity of conservation laws, it has since emerged in a variety of applications. For instance, the convection's non-convexity may be due to two opposing mechanisms causing the convection to reverse its direction at a critical amplitude, as may happen during liquid film's flow on a tilted plane when gravity and Marangoni stress induce convection of opposing directions [5] . Thus in Eq. (1), convection's velocity C(u) = 2u −3u 2 assumes its maximal value at u = 1/3 and reverses its direction at u = 2/3.
As a further extension, we shall consider other nonlinearities and higher dimensions as well G n d (κ, ℓ) :
where d = 1, 2, 3 stands for the spatial dimension and c ± , κ and ℓ are positive constants, and
show that the extended equation supports a far richer variety of flatons than on the line.
Actually, in certain cases to be detailed in Section III, in particular when the underlying potential is symmetric, every admissible velocity may support an entire sequence of multinodal flatons. We note in passing that within the complex Klein-Gordon realm spherical flat solitary formations were addressed, among others, in [6] and [7] .
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section II, we explore the emergence of 1D flatons and study their dynamics in the framework of the G(n) equation. In Section III, we extend our study to the spherically symmetric G 1 d (κ, ℓ) flatons. Section IV concludes with discussion and comments.
Emergence of 1D flatons
We start with the original 1D Gardner equation [2] ,
Two integrations in the traveling frame with velocity λ, where s = x − λt, yield
Equation (4) yields solitons Notably, apart of the first pair with visible difference at the top between the exact solution and its approximation, in other cases, they are truly indistinguishable.
with their peak reaching
The defocusing effect due to the cubic term enforces an upper bound, λ = 2/9, on the admissible propagation velocities. At the limiting velocity, the soliton (5) flattens into a constant. This is a singular limit for, in addition, also kink and anti-kink emerge,
The disconnection between solitons and kinks can be also seen from the underlying potential P 1 in Fig. 1 ; as λ → 2/9, potential's top comes down, but once it touches the u-axis, solitons dissolve and instead a kink and anti-kink emerge.
To unfold the 1D flatons we proceed as follows: first, we join the kink with an anti-kink into a pair, with their centers (defined as the location where u assumes half of its maximal value) placed at ±x 0 , x 0 ≫ 1. Clearly, for a finite x 0 such structure u = 2
is an approximate solution. It will be used as an initial input for Eq. (3). The solutions of the Gardner equation and other partial differential equations considered, are numerically determined using periodic boundary conditions in a sufficiently large domain employing the Newton-Kantorovich procedure [8] which has second-order accuracy in both time and space and an implementation similar to the one in [9] , for details see [10] .
To test the viability and robustness of flatons we let them collide with solitons. As seen in Fig flatons and follow their interaction with a soliton. Note that by the time the soliton collides with the flaton, the latter has already settled into its ultimate form.
The soliton-flaton interactions clearly indicate that flatons are more than merely approximate solutions and there should be an underlying analytical structure. Indeed, it was always there, it just had to be unfolded. The 'trick' is not to take the λ → 2/9 limit but to focus on a narrow layer squeezed between the upper solitons range, Eq. (5), and their barrier where kink/antikink form. Flatons saga can be read from the left panel of Fig. 4 where we draw profiles of u; whereas at small velocity λ, solitons have their usual peaked shape, upon approaching their upper speed limit, their shape changes drastically and rather than to grow with λ, a slightest increase in velocity causes them to widen very quickly.
To 'extract' those features from solitons formula (5), we define
then, in terms of ǫ, Eq. (5) reads
and thus u max = 2 3 (1 − ǫ). Comparing the exact solution with its approximation (8) we find their difference to be O (ǫ 2 ) and the extent of soliton's profile widening and flattening may be expressed via x 1/2 where the soliton's amplitude has decreased by half, i.e., when Compact Flatons. Turning to flatons with a compact support we start with
Without the defocusing cubic term, Eq. (1) reduces to the K(2,2) equation [3] with the underlying compacton
(H(y) is the Heaviside function), being its basic solitary mode with a compact support.
Though K(2,2) is not integrable in the conventional sense, its interactions are remarkably clean [3, 4] .
To derive the compact solitary waves let u = u(s) where s = x − λt and integrate Eq.
(1) with n = 2 twice to obtain where u 2 is kept out of the bracket to stress the singular nature at u = 0 which induces compactness. In terms of u = 4λ 3 W 2 , we obtain 
The right panel of Fig. 5 illustrates the emergence of a compact flaton out of a carefully tailored initial excitation and, as in G (1) For the present case we have an exact solution [10]
representing for 0 < λ < 6/25 a compacton. As elsewhere, flatons emerge near the edge of their upper range
The right panel of The flaton emerges unaffected, but the compacton loses a big chunk of its mass. We note that unlike all other studied cases, G(3) flatons emerge quite 'naturally' out of generic initial excitations (not shown). This could be attributed, at least in part, to the fact that since for G(3) flatons u < 0.6, the convection velocity C(u) remains always positive. We shall further comment on this issue in the last section.
Multi-dimensional Flatons
We now turn to the multi-dimensional extension of the Gardner equation (2) and seek spherically symmetric solitary waves U(r = s 2 + y 2 + z 2 ), s = x − λt, that propagate in
x-direction. Hereafter we address only the n = 1 case. Other cases are deferred to a future publication.
After one integration Assuming r to play the role of time, (d − 1)/r may be looked upon as a time-dependent 'friction coefficient' which decays with time. Another formal integration yields
with E 0 playing the role of an effective total energy.
Consider again the potential landscape on Fig. 1 . To overcome the 'friction' present whenever d > 1, the starting point u 0 from which the "particle" starts its descent has to be moved up the potential hill. As in 1D case, if potential's peak is close enough to the u-axis then the spherical solitary wave will be a flaton, but now things are a bit more involved for if the particle does not have initially a sufficient potential energy, the friction may stop it prior to its arrival to the origin. This difficulty is resolved noting that since on potential's top the particle can rest indefinitely, thus, being close enough to the top, enables the particle to delay its descent until the time-dependent friction (d − 1)/r becomes sufficiently suppressed, so that it could not prevent the particle from arriving to the origin. The longer the particle 'waits', the longer becomes its flat top.
Left panel of Fig. 7 is the 3D counterpart of Fig.'s 4 left panel and, as expected, shows that 3D flatons exist for a much wider range of velocities. The right panel of Fig. 7 displays the non-monotone dependence of solitons peak u max (λ) on its velocity. Insofar that solitons peak is far from potential's top then, as in 1D, u max (λ) increases with λ. However, since concurrently with λ increase, potential's top decreases, from a certain velocity on solitons peak comes close enough to potential top so that flatons form. From now on, though with a further increase in velocity, soliton's peak will be even closer to the top, this will not compensate for potential's descent toward the u-axis, with the net effect that flatons amplitude, as clearly seen in Fig. 7 decreases. As velocity approaches its upper bound, u max (λ) approaches from above the amplitude (=2/3) of 1D kinks. The G 1 3 (3, 5) . It is convenient to address first its 1D variant
with its underlying traveling waves potential, see Fig. 8 ,
which for 0 < λ < λ max = 1 admits solitary solutions
peaking at
and kinks when λ = 1
.
(24)
(25)
Here, the convection velocity C(u) = 12u 2 −15u 3 reverses its direction and whenever √ 0.8 < u, it acts in a direction opposite to flatons motion. Yet, as can be seen in Fig. 9 , this does not seem to have a direct impact on their dynamics: both flatons and anti-flatons seem very robust, and their interaction with solitons is fairly clean, though solitons seem to lose some mass. Also, since the collision causes the flaton (anti-flaton) to move to the right (left), the distance between the flaton and anti-flaton decreases when the anti-flaton is hit first, see the left panel, but increases when the flaton is the one to be hit first, see the right panel. However, convection's reverse of direction within flatons amplitude range manifests itself otherwise; even with a careful tailoring of initial excitations we did not observe flatons emerge. They had to be 'planted' ab initio.
A far richer scenario awaits us in the spherical extension of the problem. Let u = u 0 (λ) be the initial position of a "particle" on potential's particular positive branch descending from there to u = 0. Now, since the potential is symmetric, a further climb on the positive hill will lead to point u 1 where the descending particle has a sufficient potential energy to overcome the friction, pass through the origin, make one round in the negative well and settle at the origin. A further climb along the potential leads to point u 2 which equips the "particle" with adequate potential energy to make two rounds between the two potential wells prior to its settling at the origin. and ℓ = 4 peaks at
a climb along potential's specific branch can proceed only so far. Yet, in this case as well there is a sequence of multi-nodal solitons, but now they condense near the potential's top. Again, a "particle" close enough to the top may wait there until 'friction' becomes sufficiently suppressed and let the particle execute exactly N-oscillations prior to its settling at the origin. One thus derives a sequence of modes condensing near potential's top with (N + 1)-nodal soliton "waiting" for a longer 'time' and thus acquiring a longer quasi-plateau than its N-nodal predecessor prior to its descent. The left panel of Fig. 10 displays a λ = 0.7 example of first three such modes. Note that the difference between the initial values of u 0 , u 1 and u 2 is smaller than 10 −8 . Also, since the 3D 'friction' is larger than the planar one, the spherical particle has to hover near the top for a longer 'time' which results in both slightly higher initial amplitude than the respective 2D case, and a longer quasi-plateau, see the right plate of Fig. 10 . The latter also shows that with an increase in λ solitons transform to flatons emerging already at λ ≈ 0.6λ max .
Thus, whereas in 1D, for flatons to emerge we need the potential top to come close enough to the u-axis, in higher dimensions there is a joint action: on one hand one has to climb toward potential's top on the other, the top comes down which results in flatons forming in The last case to be considered amalgamates the two previous cases. Let κ = 2 and ℓ = 4.
Without loss of generality we assume c + = 3 and c − = 5/3. Thus
The underlying potential of its travelling waves, see Fig. 11 ,
has two very asymmetric wells. Its positively valued branch admits the so-called bright solitons, i.e., solitons which assume a positive value at the origin, in a bounded velocity range, whereas the negative branch, u < 0, supports dark ones, i.e., solitons which assume a negative value at the origin, for any λ. In more detail:
1) Bright modes. Since potential's negative branch reflects all particles coming from the positive side, they may then condense near potential's top. Left panel of Fig. 12 displays an example of the first four spherical modes from the basic N = 0 till N = 3.
2) Dark modes: Let u = u 0 < 0 denote the amplitude of its 0-nodal dark soliton. Now let u = u top be a point on the negative branch such that a "particle" released from P (u top ) lands on the top of potential's positive branch. Clearly, any initial position u < u top will cross potential's top and roll to infinity. Thus, the dark modes range is limited to the u top < u < u 0 < 0 strip. One may now attempt to repeat the condensation scenario of the previous case near the positive top by launching particles sufficiently close to u = u top , expecting them to land near the top and wait there until the 'friction' is subdued and then repeat the spiel: descend to the valley and execute N oscillations prior to settling at the origin. Such solution would start as a dark entity followed by a flat part and conclude with an oscillatory tail, c.f., right plate of Fig. 12 where four such modes are displayed.
Finally, we pause to note that all multi-dimensional solutions presented in this section were numerically found solving Eq. (17) amended with boundary conditions U ′ (r = 0) = 0, and U(r → ∞) → 0 for the relevant values of κ, ℓ and c ± via a shooting method based on fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a typical ∆r = O (10 −5 ) step size. In spite of using quadruple-precision, 128 bit computations, we were unable to unfold numerically more than three sign-changing modes, with the difficulty escalating very quickly as λ increases toward the limiting value beyond which the solution diverges. To appreciate the computational difficulty, note that the convergence to the far-field condition r → ∞ requires exceedingly small changes in u(r = 0), for instance at the 17 th digit in the case of the 0 th -mode for λ = 0.215 shown in the right panel of Fig. 7 . Part of the difficulty stems from the fact that unlike the previous cases which were initiated from the positive top's vicinity, and we were able to control their starting point, and thus the waiting time, with the starting point located on the negative branch, we have no direct control over the landing point on the positive branch, and apart of the first four cases, searching for higher modes we always either ended in the negative well or escaped all together the potential hill. Though one cannot preclude that higher N modes could be unfolded with a much higher precision, a truly-high N modes seem to be out of reach for both dark and bright modes.
Summary
The present work focuses on unfolding flatons -flat-top -solitons which emerge in dispersive systems whenever solitons range is bounded from above. Whereas in two or three dimensions any solution hovering long enough close to potential's peak, or better yet. emerging there, may be 'colonized' by a flaton(s), for 1D flatons to emerge, potential's peak has to be brought down sufficiently close to the u-axis, which takes place only when solitons speed approaches the top of its range. This makes 1D flatons far more delicate affair; they are very sensitive to even a minute change of their velocity which causes a dramatic change of their width.
Finally, we comment upon 1D flatons domain of attraction which with one exception is very narrow, as one can witness from the carefully orchestrated initial excitations in which were already noted before in the complex field theory [6, 7] , 1D flatons have hitherto escaped our attention. In closing, we note that flatons in spatially discrete system will be addressed in [11] .
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Figures captions
In case 3 wherein P = P ′ = 0, there are no solitons. Instead kink and/or anti-kink emerge. 
